COLLO Webinar Registration List

COLLO and the Crystal Ball: Technology Trends for Lifelong Learning Organizations
Monday, May 11 – from 10:00 AM ET - 12:00 PM ET

Presenter: Janet Poley; CEO and President of the American Distance Ed Consortium

Host: Thomas Kowalik; Secretary of the Coalition for Lifelong Learning Organizations

Present: Minatiya Dawkins (ACE); Alex Charters (COLLO); Nancy Hulverson (LERN); Marjean Buckner (COLLO, AAACE); Karen Schuhle-Williams (CEANY); Gale Hughes (LERN); Regis M. Gilman (ASL); Murnal Abate (Binghamton University); Thomas Cracovia (CEANY); Lee Nesslage (BU); Roni O’Geen (BU); Marcie Boucovalas (COLLO, International Associates)

Overview:
This webinar was delivered using a telephone audio bridge for the audio communication and DimDim for the video communication. Audio capabilities for DimDim were turned off for this presentation. The webinar was intended to serve two distinct purposes: (1) to experiment with new video, webinar software and (2) to provide an overview of technology trends for lifelong learning. The host was located in New York State and all administrative details were arranged at the Binghamton University campus. The presented was located in Nebraska. Participants were located at different regions of the U.S.

The software appeared to function adequately. There were a few instances when the images on participants’ computer screens froze, but the overall delivery went quite well. The phone bridge made audio communications excellent.

The slides from this presentation were emailed to all participants following the presentation and placed on the COLLO and ADEC websites. The audio portion of the presentation was not recorded.